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CABLE DRUM RETURN CONDITIONS     March 1, 2022   

 
 
Prysmian Group Finland Oy (hereinafter referred to as Prysmian) has its own cable drum recycling 
system.  

1. Prysmian only receives and credits its own cable drums. Wooden K6 - K30 drums shall be  
returned to the listed drum return points. Other drums shall be returned to the Prysmian 
factory's drum return point in Pikkala.  

2. The returner is responsible for the cargo up to the return point and ensures that the drums  
can be unloaded intact and safely.  

3. The returner shall return both the drums and the Prysmian drum return form filled in, to 
which the recipient will acknowledge the shipment. An incompletely completed form prevents 
the refund from the returned drums from being paid correctly or on time.  

4. The returner identifies each returned drum with a drum tag that must be attached to the 
flange (including sender's name, address, reference) as belonging to the same consignment. 
The drum return point will not receive unmarked drums. 

5. Drum tracking tags must not be removed from the drums. 
6. The returner ensures that the drum to be received is Prysmian's drum. Drums from other 

manufacturers are disposed of and a disposal fee of 100 €/drum (VAT 0%) will be charged.  
7. The returner makes sure that the drums do not have cable left and/or that no cable, debris 

etc. has been collected inside the drum. A disposal fee of 100 €/drum (VAT 0%) is charged 
for emptying the drums. 

8. The returner must have a business ID.  
9. The returner must register in advance as Prysmian's drum return customer by sending email 

to fi-kelat@prysmiangroup.com.  
10. The returner must keep their company's information up-to-date after registering, including 

account information.  
11. Prysmian inspects the returned drums and determines their condition, after which the drums 

are accepted or rejected.  
12. Prysmian will refund the accepted drums according to the valid price list.  
13. Prysmian will refund K18-K30 drums with tracking tags at the normal drum credit price, 

regardless of the condition of the drum, if the drum has been returned within 3 months of the 
departure date. However, the drum must have both flanges, the drum and the drum tracking 
tags.  

14. Prysmian will document the grounds for rejection and scraps the rejected cable drums.  
15. The payment term of the credit note to customers is 30 days net from the end of Prysmian's 

drum check process.  
16. Only Prysmian is allowed to repair its cable drums. This ensures that Prysmian's 

requirements for drums in terms of both quality and (work) safety are met.  
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